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Abstract 
Rosenthal, K.I., Free quantaloids, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 72 (1991) 67-82. 
Quantaloids are categories enriched in the symmetric, monoidal closed category of sL,p-lattices 
and they are a natural generalization of quantales. This article looks at the free quanraloid 
8(d) generated by a locally small category d and how it arises from a monad on the category 
of locally small categories. The notion of quantic nucleus on a quantale is generali:!ed to 
quantaloids and finally we look at categories enriched in p(d) and p(d)-functors and 
bimodules and their relationship with lax functors dop + =%, where .% is the category of sets and 
relations. 
Introduction 
A quantaloid L!!! is a category enriched in the symmetric, monoidal closed 
category YZE of sup-lattices. The reason for the terminology ‘quantaloid’ is that if 
a E 22, then the horn-set S?(a, a) is a unital quantale. Quantaloids can be thought 
of as quantales ‘with many objects’ and thus are a natural categorical generaliza- 
tion. The term quanta:,: was introduced by Mulvey [ 171, although the study of 
such structures goes back to Ward and Dilworth in the 1930’s i.211. For a thorough 
discussion of quantales and their applications to ring theory, C*-algebras, and 
linear logic, see [19]. (The reference [ 181 contains a briefer introduction.) 
Quantaloids and categories enriched in them are of interest in theoretical 
computer science. In [l], Abramsky and Vickers use quantales in the study of 
process semantics and they indicate that the generality of quantaloids is needed, if 
one is interested in having a notion of typing on the processes. Also, quantaloids, in fact 
free quantaloids, provide the proper categorical framework for studying tree 
automata [4,13]. We shall refer to this application in the course of this article. 
Our work shall center around the free quantaloid P(d) generated by a locally 
small category JZL We shall show that we obtain a monad LP on the category of 
locally small categories and quantaloids are precisely the P-algebras. To further 
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help understand quantaloids, we generalize the notion of quantic nucleus on a 
quantale [l&19] to quantaloids and use this to show how every quantaloid arises 
as a quotient of a free one. If & is a locally small category, we then discuss 
categories enriched in g(d) as well as P(d)-functors and 9(d ) -bimodules and 
indicate how these notions are intimately connected with lax functors dap + 2 
and lax natural transformations between these, where !?B is the category of sets 
and relations. We think of these as ‘nondeterministic functors’. We hope that this 
article will lay the groundwork for the further understanding of quantaloids and 
their applications. 
1. Preliminaries on quantales 
Unital quantales will turn out to be precisely the quantaloids with one object. 
Many of the properties of quantaloids, as well as many of the constructions we 
use, are motivated by or generalizations of similar results fol quantales. Thus, a 
preliminary section reviewing some of the basic facts about quantales will help 
clarify what comes later. 
Definition 1.1. A quantale is a complete lattice 2 with an associative binary 
operation & satisfying a & sup,& = sup, (a & b,) and (sup,b,) & a = 
supQ(bO.& a) for all aES!., (b,)cS. 
If follows that a & - and - & a both have right adjoints, denoted a+, - and 
a-,- respectively. Therefore, for all a, b, c E 9 we have that a & c 5 b iff 
c(a+,bandc&a 5 b iff c 5 a-, 6. We shall often refer to these adjoints as 
right and left residuation. 
We shall denote the top element of a quantale 2! by 7’. 
Definition 1.2. A quantale 2 is called unital iff there exists 1 E 2! with 1 c!? a = a = 
a& 1. 
Examples. (1) Any frame L is P quantale with a & b = a A b for all a, b E L. 
(2) Let R be a ring with ideiltity. There are several quantales associated with 
R. Sub(R) is the quantale of all additive subgroups of R; LIdl(R) is the quantale 
of all left ideals of R; RIdl(R) is the quantale of all right ideals of R; Idl(R) is the 
quantale of all two-sided ideals of R. For all of the quantales, Z& J = ZJ , the 
usual ideal-theoretic product. 
(3) Let S be a semigroup and let g(S) denote the power set of S. Then, P(S) 
isaquantalewithA&B={abES(aEA, bEB}.SupsinP(S)arecomputed 
as unions. A-+, B = {mES(Am~B} andA+,B={mESImA~B}. 
If A4 is a mcnoid, then P(M) is unital and it is the free unital quantale 
generated by M. 
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(4) Let X be a set. The set Rel(X) of relations on X is a quantale with the 
operation R & S = Ro S = {(x, 2) 13~ with ( y, 2) E R and (x, y) E S}, the usual 
composition of relations. 
A homomorphism of quantales is a function which preserves both arbitrary sups 
and &. If the quantales are unital, then a unital homomorphism would be 
required to also preserve 1. 
The notion of a quantic nucleus on a quantale generalizes that of a nucleus on a 
frame [ 111 and is useful for describing quotients of quantales. 
Definition 1.3. Let 2 be a quantale. A closure operator j : 9 ---) 2 is called a 
quantic nucleus iff j(a) & j(b) 5 j(a & b) for all a, b E 9. 
Proofs of the following can be found in [19]. (The first result also appears in 
WI*) 
Theorem 1.4. If 22 is a quant?le and j is a quantic nucleus on ~2, then L+ = 
(a E 2 1 j(a) = a) is a quantale via the operator a &j b = j(a & b). Every quotient 
quantale of 22 must have this form. 
Ifk’ G 2, then S is of the jTorm ~j for some quantic nucleus j iff S is closed under 
arbitrary infs and if a E Q, s E S, then a-, s E 9 and a+, s E 9. Cl 
Theorem 1.5. If 9 is a quantale (unital quantale), then there is a semigroup S (a 
monoid M) such that 9 E P(S)j (2 z 9(M)j) for some quantic nucleus j on 
S(M). Cl 
In fact, S (or M) can be taken to be 5? itself, where we forget about the order 
on 9. Both of the above results will have generalizations to quantaloids, and it is 
helpful to think about what happens in the quantale case. 
2. Quantaloids: Definitions and examples 
Definition 2.1. A quantaloid is a locally small category 9 such that: 
(1) for a, b E 2, the horn-set 9(a, b) is a complete lattice, 
(2) composition of morphisms of 9 preserves sups in both variables. 
Observe that this definition says precisely that .9 is enriched in the symmetric, 
monoidal, closed category KY? of sup-lattices (this category has been studied in 
some detail in [lo]). For the theory of enriched categories, the reader is referred 
to [14] or [16]. 
From (2), above, it follows that we have residuation operations, analogous to 
those in quantale theory, that can be described as follows. If we are given 
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morphisms f : a -+ b and g : a + c in 9, there is a morphism f +, g : 6 + c such that 
kof~g iff h~f+~ g for ail h:b+c. 
Also, given g : a + c and h : b+ c, there is a morphism h dr g : a+ b such that 
hofsgifffsh+,gforallf:a+b. 
Examples. (1) 99, the category of sup-lattices, is clearly a (large) quantaloid. 
(2) 3, the category of sets and relations, is a (large) quantaloid. The operation 
is the usual composition of relations. We should point out here that the residua- 
tions in 3 have recently received some interest in computer science in the study of 
pre- and pos+Psifications [ 81. 
(3) Let 9 be a unital quantale. Then, 9 can be viewed as a quantaloid with one 
object. 
(4) Let J$ be a locally small category. Then, IXel(.Q, the category of relations 
on & as defined by Walters [20], is a quantaloid. 
(5) In [I], Abramsky and Vickers define the notion of a coverage %’ on a small 
category d. % is a family { %a b}. bEd, . . where qaqb is a set of cover relations (U, f) 
where U c &(a, 6) and f E d(a, b). We sz+ &SX ‘U covers f ‘. Coverages are 
subject to an important axiom which is incorporated into our more general 
Definition 4.6 below. A %-ideal from a to b is a subset Z C &(a, b) such that if U 
covers f and U c I, then f E 1. The category %-Idl(d), defined to have the same 
objects as sllz with morphisms a ---) b being %-ideals from a to 6, is a quantaloid. 
(6) If R is a ring with identity, then one can construct a quantaloid 9(R), 
which precisely captures the ideal calculus of multiplication and residuation of 
ideals, where leti, right, and two-sided ideals are considered simultaneously. 
(This example was pointed out to the author by Bill Lawvere some time ago.) 
9(R) has two objects 0 and 1. 
S!(R)(O, 1) = left ideals of R, 
%(R)(l, 0) = right ideals of R, 
22( R)(O, 0) = two-sided ideals of R, 
S(R)(l, 1) = additive subgroups of R. 
Composition of morphisms is given by usual ideal multiplication. 
(7) Let & be an algebraic theory, in the sense of Lawvere [15]. Consider P(J@ 
to be the quantaloid with objects [0], [ 11, [2], . . . and with a morphism [n] + [m] 
being a set A of morphisms [n]-+ [m] in ~8. If B is a set of morphisms [ml-, [k], 
then the composite BA : [n] * [k] is defined by RA = {g 0 f ] g E B, f E A}. Thus, 
g(d)([n], [ml) = P(&([n]. [ml)). Categories enriched in P(d) provide the 
correct setting for studying tree automata [4,13]. This example is a special case of 
and helps motivate the free quantaloid construction of the next section. 
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(8) Let 2 be a unital quantale. Then, .5? is a monoidal, closed category and we 
can consider the category Bim(% ) of s-enriched categories and bimodutes 
between them. (In 1121, the details of how to proceed in the presence of lack of 
symmetry are described.) This is a quantaloid, for if X, Y are Y-categories and if 
oi : X + Y is a family of bimodules, then (SUpiGi)( y, x) = supi~J y, x) is again a 
bimodule, since the operation in % preserves arbitrary sups in both variables. 
From this it also follows that composition of bimodules will preserve these 
arbitrary sups yielding the quantaloid structure on Bim(9 ). 
We now need to formally define quantaloid homomorphisms. 
Definition 2.2. If .5? and 9 are quantaloids, then a quantaloid homomorphism is a 
functor F : 9 ---) Sp such that on horn-sets it induces a sup-lattice morphism 
9(a, b)+ Y(F(a), F(b)) for all a, b E 2. 
We shall let Qtlds denote the category of quantaloids and quantaloid homomor- 
phisms. 
3. Free quarataloids 
Let us denote by LocSm the category of locally small categories and functors 
between them. Since every quantaloid is a locally small category, there is a 
forgetful functor Qtlds+ LocSm. In this section, we shall describe the left adjoint 
to this functor and shall then indicate the key role played by it in the theory of 
quantaloids. 
Let ti be a locally small category. Define a quantaloid %[d) as follows. The 
objects of P(&) are those of .A If a, b E ti, then let the horn-set P(s4)(a, b) = 
s(&(a, b)), the power set of the horn-set .sJ(a, b). If S: a +* b and T: b+ c are 
sets of morphisms of J$ define TS:a-+c by TS={goflgE T, fES). This 
operation clearly preserves unions in each variable, giving P(d) its quantaloid 
structure. 
Theorem 3.1. The functor 9 : LocSm+ Qtlds is left adjoint to the forgetful functor 
Qtlds + LocSm. 
Proof. Suppose &’ is a locally small category and 9 is a quantaloid. We must show 
that quantaloid homomorphisms 9(d)+ 9 are in natural bijective corresponding 
with functors ~4+ 9. It suffices to show that any functor F : d+ ii? has a unique 
extension F: P(d)-, 9 to a quantaloid homomorphism. 
Given F, define F by F(a) = F( a on objects aE& and if S:a+b is a ) 
morphism in P(G~), then F(S) = sup{ F( f) 1 f E S} (this sup is computed in 2). 
Since in a quantaloid composition preserves arbitrary sups, we have F( 7’s) = 
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F( T)oF(S). Also, given a family S, : a+ b of 9(sB) morphisms, F( U, S,) = 
sup,F(S, ). Thus, F is a quantaloid homomorphism extending F along the functor 
iX++X ^ (&), where i(f) = if}. It is unique, since if S: a- b is in P(ti), then 
S = UfES { f} and if G is any other quantaloid homomorphism extending F, 
G(S) = G(U,,, U>) = sup{F(f)jf~S} =F(S). Cl 
It is well known (see [7]) that if we consider the power set functor 
9 :Sets+ Sets, then it is a monad via the maps ( } : A--, P(A) of taking 
singletons and U : 9(8(A))-, 9(A) of taking the union of a family of subsets 
respectively. A set A is an algebra for this monad precisely if A is a sup-lattice, 
where the algebra map s: 9(A) + A gives rise to the ordering via x 5 y iff 
s( {x, y ) ) = y and s(B) = sup B gives the sup-lattice structure. Thus, Alg(P) s 
9% 
The free quantaloid construction can be viewed as a generalization of this from 
sets to locally small categories. 
Theorem 3.2. The f.~ctor 2 Sm is a monad and the category of 
algebras for this monad is precisely tke category of quantaloids, i.e. Alg(9) = 
Qtlds. 
Proof. If & is a locally small category, define functors Z : d+ P(d) by Z(a) = a 
and Z(f) = {f} and T; 9(9(d))+ 9(d) by T(a) = a and T(B) = U B, where B 
is a family of sets of morphisms a- b of &. If the category ti is an algebra for 
this monad, then a functor S : P(d)- .d exists, which is the identity on objects 
and on horn-sets it yields maps Sa,6 9 9(d(a, b))+ &(a, b). From the above 
discussion, it follows that &(a, b) must be a sup-lattice and functoriality of S 
yields that composition of morphisms in & preserves sups. Thus, a g-algebra is 
precisely a quantaloid and conversely any quantaloid has the structure of a 
P-algebra. 0 
The Kleisli category of -9 has as its objects locally small categories ~2 and as its 
morphisms .#+ 93, we have functors J@-, P(9). These can be thought of as 
multivalued or nondeterministic functors and this generalizes the category of sets 
and relations to the level of categories and functors. Note that the Kleisli category 
is itself a (large) quantaloid. 
4. Quantaloidal nuclei 
The theory of nuclei on a frame plays a central role in analyzing quotients and 
subframes [ 111. Betti and Carboni have discussed similar ideas in the context of 
bicategories [2]. The concept of nucleus has been generalized to quantales in [ 181 
(I”or a more detailed discussion see [19]). We shall discuss a generalization of this 
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here, namely the notion of a quantaloidal nucleus on a quantaloid, And shall 
indicate how these can be used to construct new quantaloids from old. In 
particular, we shall see that every quantaloid arises as a quotient of a free one via 
such a nucleus. 
Definition 4.1. Let 5? be a quantaloid. A quantaioidal nucleus is a lax functor 
j: 22 + 2, which is the identity on the objects of 2 and such that the maps 
je.b : S(a, b)+ S?(a, b) satisfy: 
(I) f 5 ja.J f) for all f E 2(a, b), 
(2) jo.Jja.Jf )) = jaJf) for all f E %(a, b), 
(3) jb.c(g)oju.b(f)~jo.r(gof) for all gE s(b, 4, f E %a, b). 
The last condition reiterates the laxity of j. If 3? is a unital quantale, then this 
coincides precisely with the notion of quantic nucleus described in Section 1. 
It is not hard to show using the above that j,.,( go f) = j,,,( gojn.h( f )) = 
j,.,( jb.A g) of Jo 
Definition 4.2. If j is a quantaloidal nucleus on a quantaloid 2, then let gi be the 
bicategory with the same objects as 22 and given a morphism f E S(a, b), we have 
f E S!j(a, b) iff j, h(f) = f. Composition in ~j is defined as follows: if f E Si(a, 6) 
and g E Sj(b, &then goj f =j,,,(gof). 
Proposition 4.3. If j is a quantaloidal nucleus on a quantaloid 22, then ~j is a 
quantaloid and j : 9 + ~j is a quantaloid homomorphism. 
Proof. J2j(a, b) is closed under meets and hence is a sup-lattice quotient of 
s(a, b) (see [lo]). S u p s are given as supi,, ( f, ) = j,Jsup, f, ), where { f, > G 
s.Ja, b). If g E 2j(b, c), then g”j(suPj.afm) = j,.,(gosv,.,f,) = 
jAgojn.&up,fa 1) = j,.,(gosup,f,) = ia.c(s~~rr(gofol )) 5 i,.,(sup,(j,.,(gof,))) 
= j&v,(goi f,)) = SUPi,, ( gOj f, ). The opposite inequality always holds and 
thus we have a quantaloid. The fact that j: 22 + Sj is a quantaloid homomorphism 
follows immediately. Cl 
‘gj satisfies the following universal property, namely that any quantaloid 
homomorphism p : ii? * 9 satisfies p( j( f )) 5 p(f) for all morphisms f E 2 iff it 
factors uniquely through j : 22 + ~j.’ 
Thus, a quantaloidal nucleus assigns to each horn-set a sup-lattice quotient and 
to the horn-sets Z!(a, a), it assigns a quotient quantale. In both the theory of 
frames [ 111 and the theory of quantales [ 18,191, there is an element-wise 
description of such quotients which generalizes to quantaloids. 
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Proposition 4.4. Let S be a subcategory of a quantaloid 9, which contains all the 
objects of 9. Then, S is a quotient quantaloid of the form sj for some quantaloidal 
nucleus j iff 
(1) each horn-set S(a, b) is closed under infs, 
(2) iff E S(a, c), then g +, f E S(b, c) for allg E 9(a, 6) and h+, f E S(a. b) 
for all h E 9(b, c). 
Proof. If S = sj, then S is clearly closed under infs. If f E S(a, c), given 
ge s(a, b), then jb.c(g*l f)og~jb.c(g+l fPjJgFjA(g+, f)ogF 
ja,,(f) = f* By adjointness, jbar( g-* f) 5 g+, f which proves g+, f E S. A 
similar calculation verifies j,_,(h -jr f) = h +r f and hence h +r f E S. 
Conversely, given S closed under infs and satisfying (1) and (2) above, let 
jo,b( g) = inf{ k 1 k E S and g (: k}. j is evidently a closure operator on .9(a, b), thus 
it remains to prove that jh.,(h)o jJ g) 5 j,.,(hog) for all g E .5?(a, b), h E 
9(b, c). By the above definition of j, it suffices to prove that if hog 5 f E S(a, c), 
then jJh)o jnqh( g) 5 f. hog 5 f yields h or g+, f, which is in S(b, c) by (1). 
Thus, j&h) 5 g +, f and by adjointness j,.,(h)og 5 f. Thus, g 5: jb Jh)+, f, . 
which is in S(a, b) by (2). Hence, jash( g) 5 jb,c(h)*r f. From this we get 
j,,,(h)0 jJ g) 5 f, finishing the proof. U 
Examples. (1) The quantaloid Rel(d) of relations on a locally small category J% 
as considered by Walters [20], arises from a quantaloidal nucleus on p(Span(d)), 
where Span(&) is the bicategory of spans on d. See [20] or [2] for further details. 
(2) One can easily use the criteria of Proposition 4.4 to verify that the 
quantaloid %-IdI(ti) of Section 2 (Example (5)) is a quotient of g(d) by a 
quantaloidal nucleus. 
(3) Let & be a locally small category. A congruence on ti consists of an 
equivalence relation on each horn-set, such that these relations are compatible 
with composition. Thus, if fi -g, and f, -g, and fi, fz are composable, then 
& 0 fi - g, og, . A congruence - -. on d gives rise to a quantaloidal nucleus j
on 9(d) where given B 5 &(a, b), define j(B) = {g E &(a, b)l g-f for some 
fEW* 
Thus, the theory of congruences on a monoid M can be analyzed using nuclei 
on the quantale 9(M). This point of view could be useful in studying recog- 
nizability in automata theory and one can also consider quantaloidal nuclei in the 
context of tree automata (Example (7) of Section 2) and questions about 
recognizability as discussed in [6]. 
One of the main results of interest in this section is the observation that every 
quantaloid arises via a quantaloidal nucleus on a free quantaloid. 
Theorem 4.5. Let 9 be a qutintaloid. Then, there exists a locally small category d 
and a quantaloidal nucleus j on P(J@ such that 9 z 9QQi. 
Proof. Let ti = 9, viewing 9 as a locally small category and forgetting its 
quantaloid structure. Define j: 9(S)+ P(9) by j@.(B) = (sup B) J, = {f~ 
%(a, b) 1 f 5 sup B}. It is not hard to check that j is a quantaloidal nucleus and 
j&B) = B iff B =f & for some f E S(a, b). The morphism a: P(9),+ 9 de- 
fined by o(B) = sup B can be seen to be an isomorphism of quantaloids. U 
Nuclei on free quantaloids can be completely described in terms of a covering 
notion on the category .& 
Definition 4.6. Let & be a locally small category. A cover system Ce on & consists 
of pairs (B, f) where B c &(a, b), f E &(a, b) satisfying: 
(1) f EB+(B, f)E (6 
(2) (B,f)E~andB~C3(C,f)E~, 
(3) (B, f)E%and (C,g)E%forallgEB+(C, f)E%, 
(4) m f) e z and (C, g) E % where f E &(a, b) and g E ,aP(b, c) 3 
(W g”f)E q. 
Proposition 4.7. Let SQ be a locairy small category. Then, the quantaloidal nuclei 
on 9@l) are in bijective correspondence with the cover systems on sl. 
Proof. Given a nucleus j on 9(d), define a cover system % by (B, f) E %’ (where 
B c ti(a, b), f E &(a, b)) iff f E jJB). Conversely, giten a cover system % on 
& define j,.(B)= {f I(& f)E El. 0 
5. Categories enriched in a free quantabid 
The notion of a category enriched in a bicategory 9 and the rela:ed notions of 
%functor and 6%bimodule play an important role in understanding certain 
fundamental mathematical constructions, such as that of the associated sheaf. 
This theory has been extensively developed in [2, 3, 5, 201. 
We shall describe the category P&)-Cat, of categories enriched in the 
quantaloid 9(d) with P(d)-functors as morphisms, in terms of ‘nondeterminis- 
tic’ functors on &, which are lax functors tiop -+ 3, where 9 is the category of 
sets and relations. We shall also look at the category Bim(P(sQ)) of P(sP)- 
bimodules and their relationship with such functors. In the process, we shall 
indicate how such notions arise in (tree) automata theory. 
Definition 5.1. Let 93 be a locally partially ordered bicategory. A set X is a 
%-category if it comes equipped with the following data: 
(1) A function p :X-, obj@) assigning to every x E X an object p(x) of 9% 
(2) An enrichment, which assigns to every pair x, y E X a morphism 
X(x, y) : p(x)+ p( y) in 9 such that: 
1 /${\) =X(& x) for all x E X , 
X( y, 2)” X(x, y) 5 X(x, 2) for atl x’, y, 2 E X . 
We shall denote ~-l(n) by X[a]. 
Definition 5.2. Let X and Y be &categories. A function f : X+ Y is a 9bf:dnctor 
iff 
(1) PAN = PA fcm 
(2) X(x, x7 5 Y( Ax), f(x’)) for all x, x’ E X. 
We shali investigate these notions where 33 = 9(d), the free quantaloid dn a 
locally small category Srp. In this case, there is a close conuection with the concept 
of a ‘nondeterministic’ or ‘multivalued’ functor on &. We now make this precise 
with the following definition. Recall that .9 denotes the category of sets and 
relations. 
Definition 5.3, Let &ti be a local:y small category. A nondHermintitic functor on Se 
is a lax funetor F : dop + 6%. 
Laxity here means that if f and g are composabl(: arrows of 94, then 
FW°F(f)C_F(gof) and AF(Q) c F( 1, ) (where A denotes the diagonal relation). 
We begin by showing that nondeterministic functors on ~4 correspond precisely 
to P(d)-categories. 
Proposition 5.4. Lef d be a locally small category. There is a bijective 
ertce between 6P(d ) -ccrteguries and nondetermirzistic functors on 5& 
correspond- 
Proof. Let F : d “p + 92 be a nondeterministic functor. Define a P(s2 )-category 
XF bY X&l = F(a) and if xEF(a), y~F(b), then X,(x,y)={f:a-,bI 
(y-x)E F(f)). S’ mce F is a lax functor, (2) of Definition 5.1 is satisfied. 
Conversely, if X is a 6P(& )-category, define a nondcterministic functor F, by 
FX(a) = X[aj and iff: a -+ b is a morphism in &, then the relation F(f) is defined 
by ( y, x) E F(f) iff f E X(x, y). Laxity of F, follows from the definition of 
9@Qcategory and it is easy to see that 
ministic F and all S(J@-categories X. 
F+ = F and XF,V = X for all nondeter- 
Cl 
Examples. (1) Let .s? = M be a monoid. Then, 9(&) = 9(M) is the quantale of 
subsets of M. A S(M)-category corresponds to a lax functor F : Mop -+ 9, which 
picks out a set X, an then assigns to each m E A4 a relation F(.m) from X to X. 
This gives the appropriate object of study in a categorical approach to automata 
P21 . 
(2) Let SS? be an algebraic theory. The notion of a nondeterministic &algebra, 
described in (61, is precisely that of a nondeterministic product preserving functor 
on .s& and this generalizes Example (1) to provide the categorical context for 
looking at tree automata. (See (4,131.) 
(3) If .d is the poset (0 5 1) , then a 9(& )-category is precisely a relation R 
between two sets F(O) and F(1). 
n of nondeterministic fimctor on includes 
ry of sets and partial functions, which is a 
plays an important role in certain considerations in 
computer science. 
We now wish to define an appropriate notion of morphism of nondeterminis 
functors, which will correspond to the notion of p(d)-functor. 
Definition 5.5. Let F : ~82”~ + 9 and G : d Op-+ B be nondeterministic functors. A 
nd-morphism R : F + G is a lax natural transformation such that R, is a function 
from F(a) to G(a) for all a E ~4. 
Thus, for each a E J& we have a function R, : F(a)+ G(a) such that if f : b + a 
is a morphism in ,aQ, then R, 0 F(f) s 
diagram: 
G(f) 0 R,. This corresponds to the following 
F(a) -% G(a) 
WI a [W 
F(b) 7 G(b) 
In the context of automata theory (Example (I)), an nd-morphism is precisely 
the notion of homomorphism of nondeterministic automata considered by Ito 191, 
and in Example (2), it is the correct formulation of a homomorphism of 
nondeterministic &algebras. 
Let P(d)-Cat denote the category of ~(sQ-categories and 8(&)-functors and 
let Ng(Sa) denote the category of nondeterministic functors on & and nd- 
morphisms (where composition of R: F + G and S: G-H is defined by 
(So R), = Sa 0 R,). We shall define an equivalence between these two categories. 
We have already established abijective correspondence b tween p(d)-categories 
and nondeterministic functors on &’ in Proposition 5.4 and we must now deal with 
the morphisms. 
Let R : F-, G be an nd-morphism of nondeterministic functors on s4. Define 
d,: XF+ Xc as follows. If x E X,[a) = F(a), let a,(x) = R,(x). 
Lemma 5.6. If R : F+ G is an nd-morphism, fhen aR : XF + Xc is a 8(& )- 
functor. 
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Proof. Let x E XF[ a] and let y E X,[b]. We must prove that XF( y, x) c 
X&,(y), $&-)). If f: b-, a is a morphism of J& then fE X,(y, x) iff (x, y) E 
F(f). (y,&(y))ER,, hence (.OR(y))ERhoF(f)C_G(f)oR,. Since R, is a 
function, (x. UY))E w)“R, implies that (x, a,(x)) E R,, and that 
(&(s), a,(y)) E G(f). Thus, f f X&+Jy), a,(x)) proving our desired contain- 
ment. The functorality of aR follows easily. q 
Conversely, if F, G E .K3(&) and d: XF+ Xc is a P(A!)-functor, define 
R, l F-, G by R,_,(x) = a(x) for x E F’(a). 
Lemma 5.7. If a : XF-, Xc is a .P(.&‘)-functor, then R, : F* G is an nd- 
morphism. 
Proof. We must prove that given f : b --, u in d, then Ra,h 0 F(f) C G( f )o R,,,. 
Since R,., is a function, a typical element of Ra,h 0 F(f) is (x, a( y)), where 
(x, y) E F(f) (i.e. $ E XF(x, y)). Since 8 is a 9(&‘)-functor, it follows that 
(a(x), a(y)) E Gcf I8 S ince we know that (x, a(x)) E Rd.*, we have (x, a(y)) E 
G(f)“R,., . which yields the desired result. Cl 
We can now define .$ : .AEB(s!)+ p(d)-Cat as follows. @(F) = XF and if 
R: F+ G, then Q(R) = &. 
Theorem 5.8. Qi : N9(d)-, .SF)(d)-Cat is an equivalence of categories. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.6, aR is a S(d)-functor for every R: F-+ G in JK@(.@. We 
must show tha; $ is a functor, i.e. if S: G+ H is another nd-morphism, then 
a .-+R = & O aR. If X c .&[a], then as&) = $ O R,(X) = S,(R,(,;)) = as&(x)) pro- 
ving functorality. The fact that @ is an equivalence of categories is clear from 
Proposition 5.4 and Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7. Cl 
We now wish to move our discussion to P(d)-bimodules. Every P(d)-functor 
gives rise to an adjoint pair to bimodules [16,20], and thus bimodules provide a 
more general notion of morphism than 9QQfunctors. We shall have to consider 
‘relational’ nd-morphisms to deal with this added generality. We shall no longer 
have an equivalence as above; however, the categories we will be dealing with will 
now be quantaloids and we will have a lax quantaloid morphism from nondeter- 
ministic functors on & and relational nd-morphisms to B(d)-bimodules. 
efinition 5.9. Let 93 be a complete locally partially ordered bicategory. Let X 
and Y be &categories. A 9-bimodule 8 : X+ Y consists of an assignment to 
every pair (x, y) E X x Y of a morphism I?( J, x) : p(y)* p(x) such that: 
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Y(y’, y)Q(y,x)9(y’,x) forallxEX, y, y’E Y, 
e(y,x)oX(x,x’)l8(y,x) forallx,x’EX, yEY. 
If n : Y * 2 is another bimodule, we can define the composite bimodule 
7T4:X~Z by (7i-oe)(z,x) = SUP(~(Z, ypqy, x>I y E y>* 
Let Bim(9) denote the category of %-categories with bimodules as morphisms. 
If 9 is a quantaloid, so is Bim(99 ). If ei is a family of bimodules from X to Y, then 
it is not hard to h&k that sup,Oi defined by (SUpi Oi)( y, X) = SUp,(8,( y , x)) is again 
a bimodule and thai comnositio~\ of bimodules preserves these sups. 
Furthermore, if d : X + Y IS a .%-functor. we can define a bimodule 8, : X 3 Y 
by d*(Y, 4 = Y(Y, a@))* 
We shall be primarily concerned with the category Bim(SQ!)), where & is a 
locally small category. In order to relate bimodti!es to nd-morphisms, 7~ must 
generalize the latter notion. 
Definition 5.10. Let F, G : d OF+ %f be nondeterministic kinctors, ‘whcrc ~2 is a 
locally small category. A relational nd-morphism is a lax natural transformation 
R : F-, G such that R, is a relation from F(a) to G(a) for each a E &. 
Let N%&@ denote the category of nondeterministic functors and relational 
nd-morphisms on d. By allowing the values of the natural transformations R to 
be relations rather than functions, J’v’~~(&) inherits a quantaloid structure from 
3, the category of sets and relations. 
If R : F-+ G is a relational nd-morphism, then R gives rise to a bimodule 
x,:X&& by letting xR(y,x) = {f:b+a((x, y)E G(f)oR,), for all 
x E F(a), y E G(b). The fact that xR is a bimodule follows directly from the 
lax naturallity of R. 
Theorem 5.11. 2kAE@&d)+Bim(P(d)) is a lax morphism of quantaloids, 
where Z(F) = XF and Z(R) = xR as defined above. 
Proof. Since relational composition preserves unions of relations, it is clear that 
Z(uiRi)= U$‘(Ri) f or any family { Ri} of relational nd-morphisms F+ G, 
and thus sups are preserved. It remains to prove that if R : F+ G and S : G+ H 
are morphisms in N9#), then we have xs oxR C xS+. Suppose xE X,[a] and 
2 E XJC]. 
XsOX& 4 = u (XJG Y)OX,(Y, x>l YE x,[bL b E 4 
= u (gof :c--,b-+aI(y, z)EH(g)“$, 7 
x_~&,x) = {h:c+a((x, 2)~ H(h)o(SoR),} . 
so K. I. i?osetttiurl 
We have the following diagram with appropriate 2-cells: 
This proves that xs 0 xR C xSOR and thus Zhl%&&d)+Bim(9(sQ)) 
morphism of quantaloids. 0 
If we restrict this functor to the full subcategory N9(.@, then we get 
the equivalence @ of TheoreAm 5.8 of this category with 9(d)-Cat. 
is a lax 
precisely 
The added generality of bimodules is helpful in formulating and proving results 
(see [ 121). 
We can use the relationships established by Theorems 5.8 and 5.11 to help 
analyze the nature of %caregories for a quantaloid 9 that is not necessarily free. 
By Theorem 4.5 every quantaloid 9 arises as a quotient of the free quantaloid 
.9(9 ) via a quantaloid nucleus i. Thus, a %-category can be identified as coming 
from a 8(2 )-category X satisfying X(x, y) = jaJX@, y)). By Proposition 4.7, 
quantaloidal nuclei on 9(% ) are in bijective correspondence with cover systems 
on 2. It is not hard to see that the cover system on 9 of interest consists of pairs 
(B, f), where B c S[O, b), f E 9(a, b), such that f 5 sup B. We obtain the 
following: 
Proposition 5.12. tet 9 be a quantaloid. There is a 
between L2 -categories and nondeterministic functors 
k+up, 6) = ni F(h). q 
bijective correspondence 
F:2!“P-,9 such that 
For exampl e, if .3 is a quantale (with binary operation written as juxtaposition), 
then a %category amounts to choosing a set X and for each q E 9, we have a 
relation S, on X such that S, oSp _ =: Sp4. X becomes -enriched by X(x, y) = 
sup{ q E Q ] ( y, x) E S,}. In particular, if L is a frame this provides a new 
description of L-enriched categories in terms of relation valued functors Lop-+ 93 
(where L is viewed as a monoid). 
We also would hxe to point out the following equivalence, which follows from 
the analysis of categoriaes nriched in a quantaloid. Let 9 be a quantaloid and let 
X be a ?&category. Define a quantaloid _g as follows: The objects of 2: x E X. 
The morphisms of X: X(x, y) = X(x, y) 4 C 2. Composition of morphisms in X is 
inherited from the composition in ~2, and in essence, X inherits the fact that it is a 
quantalord from 2. Let us analyze what X-catepories are. If Y is an X-category, 
then Y comes equipped with a ftnction p: Y+ X such that if y E p-‘(x), 
y’ E p-‘(x’), then Y( y, y’) E X(x, x’) = X(x, x’) i . Thus, Y(Y, Y’) 5 
X(P(Yh P(Y’N in 2. Since Y( y, y”)o Y( y, y’) 5 Y( y, y”) holds in 2, we have 
that in fact Y is a %category. Y( y, y’) zs X( p( y), p( y')) says precisely that 
p : Y- X is a $5functor between &categories. It is not hard to establish the 
remaining details needed for the following result: 
Proposition 5.13. Let 9 be a quantaloid and let X be a 9 -category. I hen, there is 
an equivalence of categories %-Cat/X z X-Cat, where 2 is the quantaloid de- 
scribed above. Cl 
This paper is to be viewed as a preliminary look at quantaloids. They seem to 
merit further study, especially with regard to their potential uses in computer 
science. The idea of Abramsky and Vickers [ 1] to use quantaloids to keep track of 
typing on processes in process semantics gives some indication of one possible 
use. Their application to tree automata is another area ripe for future study. It 
appears that some of the general constructions that appear in [6] may be clarified, 
when viewed in this categorical setting. The author hopes to do a more detailed 
analysis of some of these ideas in subsequent papers on quantaloids. 
Note added in proof. It has come to my attention that quantaloids and some of 
their properties have been studied by A. Pitts in his work on distributive 
categories of relations. (A. Pitts, Applications of sup-lattice enriched category 
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